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Storytelling

Once Upon a Fairy Tale
Materials books about different fairy tales

scissors

construction paper

glue stick

laminate

container with lid

paper

crayons

What to do 1.  Prior to presenting the center, cut out (or make copies of ) five to ten pictures

from each of the fairy tale books. Each picture should depict a fairy tale that

is recognizable to the child. Make sure that some pictures show the main

characters. Glue the pictures onto construction paper and laminate.

2.  The week before doing this activity, read each of the books to the children so

they are familiar with the stories.

3.  Put all of the pictures in a box, making sure they are mixed up. Encourage the

children to sort the pictures according to the story they come from.

4.  After the pictures are sorted, let the children pick their favorite story to

sequence by order of events.

5.  Encourage each child to retell story using the sequenced pictures as props.

6.  Ask the children to draw a picture of the story they sequenced.

Related poem Say the following poem in the speaking pattern of Brown Bear, Brown Bear,

What Do You See? by Bill Martin, Jr.

Cinderella, Cinderella, who do you see?

A fairy godmother to help me.

Snow White, Snow White, who do you see?

Seven little dwarfs friendly as can be.

Peter Pan, Peter Pan, who do you see?

Captain Hook after me.

Sleeping Beauty, Sleeping Beauty, who do you see?

A mean old fairy scary as can be.

Three pigs, three pigs, who do you see?

A big, old wolf huffing at me.

w Marzee Woodward, Murfreesboro, TN
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Storytelling

Once Upon a Story
Materials tape recorder

craft paper

markers, crayons, and colored pencils

heavy black marker

What to do 1.  Do this activity a few months into the school year, after you have read many

stories to the children.

2.  Start to read a familiar story to the children. Read the first couple of pages

and then put the book down. Ask the children if they would like to make

their own new book to read instead.

3.  Show the children the tape recorder and explain that they are going to work

together to make up a whole new story.

4.  Begin the new story by saying (into the tape recorder), “Once upon a time

there was a ….”

5.  Choose a child and ask him to finish the sentence (for example, “turtle”).

6.  Repeat the phrase, adding the child’s idea. “Once upon a time there was a

turtle named …”

7.  Choose another to fill in the blank (“Timmy”).

8.  Repeat the phrase, adding the child’s idea. “Once upon a time there was a

turtle named Timmy who lived in a ….”

9.  Once again, choose a child to fill in the blank (“hole”).

10.  Continue the story in this manner. Provide the basic ingredients of the story

and let the children add the important facts as you go along. Try not to lead

their thoughts into something that “makes sense.” Let them think freely for

themselves.

11.  Continue until you feel the story is finished. This may take several days to

complete it to the children’s satisfaction.

12.  Write the story down as dictated. Read it to the children.

13.  Ask the children to draw illustrations for several of the scenes in the story.

14.  Use a black marker to print the story on craft paper. Glue the illustrations to

the appropriate pages.

15.  Read through the story to make sure the pages are in the correct order.

16.  Create a cover and bind the pages together into a book. Read the new story

together and enjoy!

17.  Let the children take turns bringing the book home to share with their

families.

18.  If desired, make a big book of the story by writing it on poster board instead

of regular craft paper.

w Virginia Jean Herrod, Columbia, SC


